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it seems like all i hear:
"Ciara can do better"
"what is she thinking 'bout"
they got some kinda nerve
to talk about what they don't know
they put it on the TV and the magazines
when people read the stories that *** between us
this bond we've got is too strong for them to pull us
apart

no one,nobody can tell me 'bout you
it's clear to me what i know about you
they think they know but they don't have a clue
baby i tried to tell them
nobody can do me like you
they can say what they want
it is not up to them to choose
if you feel for me, like I feel for you 
there's no way that this can't be real love

don't worry about a thing
'cause boy you got me
as long as you just keep
giving me all the love i need
and in return i'm gonna give you 100% of me
i'm saying all this because
nobody believes it
sometimes it's so real
that nobody see is, oh but remember
this bond we've got is too strong for them to pull us
apart

no,nobody can tell me 'bout you (no)
it's clear to me what i know about you (yeay)
they think they know but they don't have a clue
baby i tried to tell them
nobody can do me like you
they can say what they want (say what they want)
it is not up to them to choose (baby)
if you feel for me,(whatever you feel for me)
like I feel for you (i feel it too)
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there's no way that this can't be real love

they keep dogging us
can't we be in love
can't they see you make me happy?
with everything you do (with every thing you do)
baby, i ain't giving up
i'll believe us
i know the truth is you and me
and one day they'll see it
that what we have is real

Ciara Speaking:
you know
if you have real love 
you gotta hold on to it. 
People can say what they want 
but don't let anyone tell you differently.

like i
no way that this can't be real love (noooo ohhhh)
if you feel for me, like I feel for you 
there's no way that this can't be real love

nobody can tell me(ohhhh)'bout you
it's clear to me(what i know about you)what i know
about you
they think they know (think that they know) 
but they don't have a clue(boy I tried to tell them)
baby i tried to tell them
nobody can do(nobody)me like you
they can say what they want
it is not up to them to choose(ahhh)
if you feel for me, like I feel for you(I feel) 
there's no way that this (no way this can't be real)can't
be real love
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